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ABSTRACT 
 
ICT tools have completely changed the way museum custodians shape many of their exhibits. Literature reveals many 
interesting studies that explain the unique nature and web environment features that offer many educational benefits. 
As a result, online learning has become an important program for many museums. They have become full-time 
educational institutions because they improve their exposure to take advantage of the opportunities offered by ICT 
tools. Thus, providing a wider (cognitive) thinking space for online visitors. Although the role of museums in formal 
education of the general population is often associated with visiting a physical museum, the online museum space now 
plays an important role in providing more information to people, enriching their life and learning experiences. However, 
the educational effectiveness of museum online exhibits is not well known. This paper helps to eradicate the problem 
of the existing system (physical museum) where people cannot have access to a museum that is hundreds of kilometres 
from them. Existing physical museum even when they are close by, are fully booked that people cannot have access 
to them unless they book months earlier before the visit. This system is designed using PHP scripting programming 
language for the backend, HTML for the frontend and MySQL for the database. This study is recommended for use in 
Universities, Every State at large and in other sectors that has to do with history. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Digital museums have appeared on the Internet many years ago. The first digital museums have emerged since 1991. 
However, despite the identity and quality of their exhibitions, their exhibitions are comparable to traditional art 
museums, catalogues and books, and the internet can create new screens with a previously impossible or unmoved 
display. Historical and artistic heritage is constituted. What is the identity of the museum you enter? The main feature 
is that there are collections that are actually stored in different museums in different countries or even in different 
continents or do not exist at all.  The first definition of a digital museum was simply the website of a physical museum. 
The concept of a museum without walls was introduced in 1953 by Malraux, who imagined it as an environment suitable 
for presenting mostly photography and art. The term Digital museum was first coined by Tsichritzis and Gibbs in their 
article Digital museums and digital realities referring to a museum constructed for a digital landscape and functioning 
as a service rather than a location.  
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Museums and the Web established in 1997 (available at:  http://www.archimuse.com/conferences/mw.html), highlight 
the importance of introducing new technologies in museums. The utility and the potential benefits of emerging 
technologies such  as Virtual Reality (VR) (Pletinckx et al., 2000; Roussou, 2001;  Wojciechowski et al., 2004), 
Augmented Reality (AR) (Brogni  et al., 1999; Liarokapis et al., 2004; Liarokapis and White,  2005) and Web 
technologies (Sinclair et al., 2003; White et al., Museums and the Web established in 1997 (available at:  
http://www.archimuse.com/conferences/mw.html), highlight the importance of introducing new technologies in 
museums. The utility and the potential benefits of emerging technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR) (Pletinckx et 
al., 2000; Roussou, 2001; Wojciechowski et al., 2004), Augmented Reality (AR) (Brogni et al., 1999; Liarokapis et al., 
2004; Liarokapis and White, 2005) and Web technologies (Sinclair et al., 2003; White et al., 
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the importance of introducing new technologies in museums. The utility and the potential benefits of emerging 
technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR) (Pletinckx et al., 2000; Roussou, 2001; Wojciechowski et al., 2004), 
Augmented Reality (AR) (Brogni et al., 1999; Liarokapis et al., 2004; Liarokapis and White, 2005) and Web 
technologies (Sinclair et al., 2003; White et al.,Museums and the Web established in 1997, highlight the importance of 
introducing new technologies in museums. The utility and the potential benefits of emerging technologies such as 
Virtual Reality (VR) (Pletinckx et al., 2000; Roussou, 2001; Wojciechowski et al., 2004), Augmented Reality (AR) 
(Brogni et al., 1999; Liarokapis et al., 2004; Liarokapis and White, 2005) and Web technologies (Sinclair et al., 2003; 
White et al., 2004), for museums have been well documented by a number of researchers.In the 1980s museums 
began to change the way they conveyed the information surrounding cultural artifacts to the wider public. There was a 
shift in the museology concept towards considering that the context and the information surrounding an item were more 
important than the item itself (Pearce, 1986; Washburn, 1984; McDonald and Alsford, 1991; Alsford 1991). 
  
A virtual museum is ‘a collection of digitally recorded images, sound files, text documents and other data of historical, 
scientific, or cultural interest that are accessed through electronic media’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica online). A virtual 
museum can be also called “electronic museum” or “emuseum”, “digital museum”, “cybermuseum” or still “on-line 
museum” and “Web museum”. According to ICOM (ICOM 2004) there are three categories of virtual museums on the 
Internet that are developed as extensions of physical museums: the brochure museum, the content museum and the 
learning museum. The brochure museum is a website that aims at informing future visitors about the museum. It usually 
contains administrative information about the museum, such as opening hours, services, types of collections, floor plan 
of the museum, map of the area where it is situated, contact details, etc. The content museum is a website created 
with the purpose of making information about the museum collections available. It can be identified to a database 
containing detailed information about the museum collections, with the content presented in an object-oriented way. 
The learning museum is a website which offers different points of access to its virtual visitors, depending on their age, 
background and knowledge. The information is presented in a context-oriented, rather than object-oriented, way. 
Moreover, the site is educationally enhanced and linked to additional information intended to motivate the virtual visitor 
to learn more about a subject of particular interest to them and to visit the site again. The goal of the learning museum 
is to make the virtual visitor come back and to make him/her establish a personal relationship with the online collection. 
 
1.1 Statement of Problem 
 
The museums are physical places that cannot be accessed without a visit. The museums contain artifacts of cultural 
heritage and history that people need to access the advancement of the meaning of history and cultural identity. People 
cannot access the museum hundreds of miles away. Existing physical museums, even when they are close to, are 
usually so full that people can access them only by reserving months in advance. This study focuses on finding 
solutions to these problems, allowing visitors to access the museum, even when physical artefacts are far away. 
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1.2 Objective 
The aim objective of this study is to thoroughly check the feasibility of a Digital museum idea. And see how much a 
physical museum can be represented by a digital museum available on the net. 
 
2. OVERVIEW OF A MUSEUM 
 
A museum is an institution that conserves a collection of objects of artistic, cultural, historical or scientific significance. 
Many public museums of these elements make it accessible to the public through permanent or occasional exhibitions, 
Alexander and Alexander (2007). The largest museums are found in larger cities around the world, while thousands of 
local museums exist in small towns and rural areas. The museums have different purposes, ranging from services to 
researchers and specialists to the general public. The purpose of serving the researcher is changing to serve the 
general public. There are many museums, including art museums, natural history museums, museums of science, and 
museums for children.  
 
Among the largest and most visited museums in the world are the Louvre in Paris, China's National Museum in Beijing, 
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, the British Museum and National Gallery in London, and Museums in the 
Vatican City. In 2010, the continuous acceleration of the digitization of information, combined with the growing storage 
capacity of digital information, is causing the traditional model of museums to expand and include virtual exhibits and 
high-resolution images of their collection s that users can browse, and explore from anywhere on the web. According 
to the global museum community, there are more than 55,000 museums in 202 countries ICOM (2018). 
 
2.1. Concept of Virtual (Web) Museum 
As with the traditional museum, a web museum can be designed around certain objects (such as an art museum or a 
museum of natural history), or it may consist of online exhibitions created by primary or secondary resources (such as, 
for example, the Museum of Science). In addition, a virtual museum may relate to the mobile or World Wide Web 
offerings of traditional museums (eg displaying digital displays of their collections or exhibits); or digital content can 
come in the form of 3D environments, net art, virtual reality, and digital art. It is often discussed with other cultural 
institutions, and the museum is largely separated from its nursing institutions, such as libraries or archives. 
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3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
 
3.1 Technology Overview  
The technology selected for deploying this system is PHP/MYSQL. Apache is used as an HTTP server. The 
development was made in the Windows environment with Dreamweaver CS5. 
 
 

 
System Flowchart Diagram 
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4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE 
 
The New System consists of different modules working together to achieve the goal of the system. The new system 
consists of two interfaces, the User Interface and the administrative Interface 
 
4.1 User Interface 
 

       
 
  Homepage      Login dialogue 
 

        
 

Signup Page      History Search Page 
 
 

  
  History Page      History 
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4.2 Administrator Interface 
 

       
  Admin Homepage     Add New History Page 
 

    
  History Page      View History 
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5. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
 
The system is friendly enough to accept future modification to correct faults, to improve performance and other 
attributes. Proper and frequent evaluation should be made on the system, in order to detect and correct bugs or 
advance the system. 
 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
 
This project work described the importance of web-based museum. It aimed to design and implement a real application 
for a digital museum. It satisfied the important properties such as verifiability, authentication, integrity, efficient, easy-
to-use graphical interface, saves money, time requirement.  Furthermore, the system can be used anywhere, anytime 
and it is designed using PHP programming Language for the backend, HTML for the front end. 
 
7. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
With the success of this study, it is recommended that this system should be used in Universities, Every State at large 
and in other sectors that has to do with history. And this system should be consistently based on the following; A very 
good administrator with the knowledge of database management should be employed to manage the system, a strong 
database should be used to power up the system for adequate and reliable storage of files, and if in any case, the 
opportunity for advancement, it should not hesitate.   
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